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Abstract
Translocation is one of the basic operations for genome rearrangement. Translocation distance is the minimum number of
translocations required to transform one genome into the other. In this paper, we show that computing the translocation distance for
unsigned genomes is NP-hard. Moreover, we show that approximating the translocation distance for unsigned genomes within ratio
1.00017 is NP-hard.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Genome rearrangement is a common mode of molecular evolution in plants, mammals, viral, and bacteria
[1,6–9,11,14]. Although the rearrangement process is very complicated, there are three basic operations for genome
rearrangement, reversal, translocation and transposition. The reversal distance for signed genomes can be computed
in polynomial time [2,9,10], whereas computing the reversal distance for unsigned genomes was proved to be NP-hard
by Capara [4] and Max-SNP-hard by Berman and Karpinski [3].
The translocation distance computation for unsigned genomes was studied for the ﬁrst time by Kececioglu and
Sankoff [12], who gave a 2-approximation algorithm. This problem for signed genomes was solved in polynomial time
by Hannenhalli [5]. The time complexity of Hannenhalli’s algorithm is O(n3). An linear time algorithm for computing
the signed distance value without the sequence of translocation operations was given in [13].An O(n2 log n) algorithm
for computing an optimal sequence of translocation operations was given in [16]. Recently, an O(n2) algorithm for
computing an optimal sequence of signed translocation operations was given in [15].
In this paper, we show that the translocation distance problem for unsigned genomes is NP-hard. This settles an open
problem in this area. We further show that approximating the unsigned translocation distance within ratio 1.00017 is
NP-hard.
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2. Signed and unsigned translocation operations
A genome is a set of chromosomes and a chromosome X = x1, x2, . . . , xp is a sequence of genes. For signed
genomes, each gene, xi , is represented as a signed integer. For unsigned genomes, each gene, xi , is represented as a
positive integer. xi and xi+1 are neighbors in X and also neighbors in the genome containing X.
A translocation acts on two chromosomes. It swaps segments between two chromosomes and results in two new chro-
mosomes. LetX = x1, . . . , xb−1, xb, . . . , xp andY = y1, . . . , yc−1, yc, . . . , yq be two signed chromosomes in a signed
genome. A preﬁx–preﬁx translocation (X, Y, b, c) produces two new chromosomes X′ = x1, . . . , xb−1, yc, . . . , yq
and Y ′ = y1, . . . , yc−1, xb, . . . , xp. A preﬁx–sufﬁx translocation (X, Y, b, c) produces two new chromosomes X′ =
x1, . . . , xb−1,−yc−1, . . . ,−y1 and Y ′ = −xp, . . . ,−xb, yc, . . . , yq .
A signed chromosome X is identical to chromosome Y if either X = Y or X = YR = −yq,−yq−1, . . . ,−y1.
Genome A is identical to genome B if and only if the sets of chromosomes for A and B are the same. The translocation
distance between two signed genomesA andB, denoted as d(A,B), is the minimum number of translocations required
to transform A into B.
Translocation for unsigned genomes follows from the signed case without caring about the direction of genes.
Let X = x1, . . . , xb−1, xb, . . . , xp and Y = y1, . . . , yc−1, yc, . . . , yq be two unsigned chromosomes in an unsigned
genome. A preﬁx–preﬁx translocation (X, Y, b, c) produces two new chromosomes X′ = x1, . . . , xb−1, yc, . . . , yq
and Y ′ = y1, . . . , yc−1, xb, . . . , xp. A preﬁx–sufﬁx translocation (X, Y, b, c) produces two new chromosomes X′ =
x1, . . . , xb−1, yc−1, . . . , y1 and Y ′ = xp, . . . , xb, yc, . . . , yq . The translocation  transforming genome A into A1 is
written as A ·  = A1.
An unsigned chromosome X is identical to chromosome Y if either X = Y or YR = yq, yq−1, . . . , y1. Genome A
is identical to genome B if and only if the sets of chromosomes for A and B are the same. The translocation distance
between two unsigned genomes A and B, denoted as d(A,B), is the minimum number of translocations required to
transform A into B.
2.1. Computation of the signed translocation distance
For a signed genome A, we will construct a graph GA. For each chromosome X = x1, x2, . . . , xp in genome A, we
have 2p vertices in GA, two vertices xhi , x
t
i for each gene xi in X. The 2p vertices are arranged in a linear order from
left to right as l(x1)r(x1)l(x2)r(x2) . . . l(xp)r(xp), where if xi is a positive integer, then l(xi) = xti and r(xi) = xhi ;
and if xi is a negative integer, then l(xi) = xhi and r(xi) = xti . For each i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , p − 1}, there is a black edge
(r(xi), l(xi+1)), where r(xi) and l(xi+1) are called neighbors in GA.
Given two signed genomes A and B, we can construct the cycle graph GAB from GA by adding a gray edge to every
pair of vertices u and v, where u and v are neighbors in GB . Each vertex is in a unique cycle in GAB . Moreover, each
black edge in the cycle is followed by a gray edge and vice versa. In this paper, the so-called cycle always implies this
kind and is called alternate-color cycle. A cycle is long if it contains at least two black edges. Otherwise, the cycle is
short. If A = B, then all cycles in GAB are short.
Let X = x1, x2, . . . , xp be a chromosome in A. A sub-permutation (SP) is an interval xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+l in
X such that there is another interval of the same length yk, yk+1, . . . , yk+l in a chromosome Y of B satisfying
{|xi |, |xi+1|, . . . , |xi+l |} = {|yk|, |yk+1|, . . . , |yk+l |},yk = xi ,yk+l = xi+l , and,xi+1, . . . , xi+l−1 = yk+1, . . . , yk+l−1.
A minimal sub-permutation, minSP brieﬂy, is a SP not containing any other SP. For example, let A = {X1 =
+1,−3,+2,+4,+5,−8,+6; X2 = +7,+9}, B = {Y1 = +1,+2,+3,+4,+5,+6; Y2 = +7,+8,+9}. The inter-
val +1,−3,+2,+4 in X1 of A is a minSP. The interval +1,−3,+2,+4,+5 is not a minSP but a SP. The cycle graph
is presented in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. The cycle graph GAB and the sub-permutation 1,−3,2,4.
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Fig. 2. The breakpoint graph and its two cycle decompositions. (a) The breakpoint graph BAB , (b) the cycle graph G A1 B and (c) the cycle graph
G A2 B .
Let cAB be the number of cycles in GAB . The following theorem gives a very useful bound for translocation distance
between two signed genomes.
Theorem 1. The translocation distance between two signed genomes A and B satisﬁes d(A,B)n − m − cAB . If
there is no sub-permutation for A and B, the translocation distance is d(A,B) = n−m− cAB , where n is the number
of genes and m is the number of chromosomes in the given genomes.
Proof. A translocation increases at most one cycle for GAB . If A = B, then GAB has n − m cycles. Thus it requires
at least n − m − cAB translocations to transform A into B. That is d(A,B)n − m − cAB . If there is no SP for A and
B, there is no minSP. Theorem 12 in [5] shows that if there is no minSP for A and B = A, there exists a translocation
to increase a cycle for GAB without producing any new minSPs. This leads to d(A,B) = n − m − cAB . 
2.2. Breakpoint graph for unsigned genomes
Given two unsigned genomes A and B, the breakpoint graph BAB is constructed as follows: (1) the vertex set is
the set of genes in A in the linear order as in the chromosomes; (2) set a black edge between any two vertices that are
neighbors in A and set a gray edge between any two vertices that are neighbors in B. A nodal vertex is the vertex for an
end gene in a chromosome. Every nodal vertex in BAB is incident to one black edge and one gray edge.Any non-nodal
vertex is incident to two black and two gray edges.
Unlike cycle graphs, breakpoint graphs do not admit unique cycle decomposition. For each non-nodal vertex, there
are two ways to pair the two black and two gray edges incident to the vertex. Once the choice for the paring of the two
black and two gray edges is ﬁxed, we have a decomposition of BAB into alternate-color cycles. Any alternate-color
cycle decomposition gives a direction of every gene in genomes A and B.
For example, let A = {1, 5, 3; 4, 2, 6} and B = {1, 2, 3; 4, 5, 6}, both containing two chromosomes separated by
a semicolon. The breakpoint graph BAB is presented in Fig. 2(a). Assign every gene in B to positive direction to get
B = {+1,+2,+3;+4,+5,+6}. If A1 = {+1,+5,+3;+4,+2,+6}, the corresponding cycle graph G A1 B is as Fig.
2(b) and d( A1, B) = 2. If A2 = {+1,−5,+3;+4,+2,+6}, the corresponding graph G A2 B is as Fig. 2(c). In this
case, d( A2, B) = 3.
Let  be a translocation that transforms genome A into A1. There exists a translocation 1 transforming A1 into A.
Translocation 1 is called the counter translocation of  and 1 is denoted as . Let spin(A) be the set of all signed
genomes obtained from A by assigning a direction to each gene in A. The following theorem gives the relationship
between the unsigned and the signed translocation distances.
Theorem 2. Let A and B be two unsigned genomes. B is the signed genome obtained from B by setting the direction
of every gene as positive. Then, d(A,B) = min A∈spin(A) d( A, B).
Proof. Let A ∈ spin(A), and the sequence of translocations 1, 2, . . . , t transform A into B, A ·1 ·2 · . . . ·t = B.
The same sequence of translocations must transform A into B, i.e., A · 1 · 2 · . . . · t = B. Thus d(A,B)d( A, B).
Assume there is a sequence of translocations 1, 2, . . . , r to transform A into B. Consider the translocation sequence
r , r−1, . . . , 1 transforming B into A: B · r · . . . · 1 = A. A is a signed genome of A and A · 1 · 2 · . . . · r = B,
which means d(A,B) min A∈spin(A) d( A, B). Thus d(A,B) = min A∈spin(A) d( A, B). 
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Formally, the unsigned translocation distance problem(UT) is given as follows:
Instance. Two unsigned genomes A and B.
Question. Find a sequence of translocations 1, 2, . . . , k such that A · 1 · 2 · . . . · k = B and the number of
translocations k is minimized.
3. NP-hardness proof
Caprara ﬁrst suggested the problem of maximum alternate-color cycle decomposition for unsigned
chromosomes(Max-Acd). The problem is given as follows:
Instance. Unsigned chromosomes X and Y , BXY as the breakpoint graph with respect to X and Y .
Question. Find an alternate-color cycle decomposition of BXY such that the number of cycles is maximized.
This problem was proved to be NP-hard in [4]. Given two unsigned genomes A and B. Consider the cycle decompo-
sition of BAB . If vertex x is split into xt and xh by a cycle decomposition of BAB , each of xt and xh must be uniquely
in one alternate-color cycle. Vertex x is used by cycle C if xt or xh is in C. Every cycle uses a vertex at most twice in
a cycle decomposition of BAB . A gray edge is refer to as inside X if its two ends are both in X. A gray edge spans X
and Y if one of its end is in X and the other is in Y .
Theorem 3. The unsigned translocation distance problem is NP-Hard.
Proof. In fact, it is enough to prove that computing the unsigned translocation distance value is NP-hard. The reduction
is from the Max-Acd problem. Let X and Y be the two unsigned chromosomes. Without loss of generality, let X =
g1, g2, . . . , gn−1, gn and Y = 1, 2, . . . , n, where {g1, g2, . . . , gn} = {1, 2, . . . , n}, g1 = 1, gn = n. We construct two
genomes A = {X1, X2} and B = {Y1, Y2} from X and Y .
There are 4n− 3+ (n− 2)d genes in both genomes A and B, where genes in {1, 2, . . . , n} have been used in X and
Y . The positive integer d is used to control the shape of the long cycles in the decomposition of BAB . Its value will be
discussed in Lemma 4. Chromosome X1 of genome A is constructed by inserting n − 1 new genes into the midst of
adjacent pairs of genes in chromosome X.
X1 = 1, t1,1, g2, t1,2, . . . , gn−1, t1,n−1, n, (1)
where, t1,k = 3n − 2 + k, 1kn − 1.
X2 contains two types of new genes, denoted as t2,l and si , respectively.
X2 = t2,1, t2,2, s1, s2, . . . , sd ,
t2,3, t2,4, sd+1, . . . . . . , s2d ,
...
t2,2(n−2)−1, t2,2(n−2), s(n−3)d+1, . . . , s(n−2)d ,
t2,2(n−1)−1, t2,2(n−1), (2)
where t2,l = n + l, 1 l2(n − 1), si = 4n − 3 + i, and 1 i(n − 2)d.
Now construct genome B = {Y1, Y2}. Let t1,k , t2,l , and si be the same integers as used in A. Chromosome Y1 is
identical to Y , Y1 = 1, 2, . . . , n − 1, n. Y2 is constructed from X2 by inserting t1,k into the midst of t2,2k−1 and t2,2k
in X2.
Y2 = t2,1, t1,1, t2,2, s1, s2, . . . , sd ,
t2,3, t1,2, t2,4, sd+1, . . . . . . , s2d ,
...
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t2,2j – 3 t2,2j – 2t2,2j – 1 t2,2j
gj – 1 gj gj – 1 gj
(a) (b)
Fig. 4. Two cases for replacing (u2i−1,u2i ) by path P2i−1,2i . (a) Replacement of (gj , gj+1) and (b) replacement of (gj , gj−1).
t2,2(n−2)−1, t1,n−2, t2,2(n−2), s(n−3)d+1, . . . , s(n−2)d ,
t2,2(n−1)−1, t1,n−1, t2,2(n−1). (3)
Example. Suppose X = 1, 4, 3, 5, 2, 6 and Y = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6. Then the breakpoint graph GXY is shown in Fig. 3(a).
For simplicity, set d = 1. The two genomes are constructed as A = {X1 = 1, 17, 4, 18, 3, 19, 5, 20, 2, 21, 6; X2 =
7, 8, 22, 9, 10, 23, 11, 12, 24, 13, 14, 25, 15, 16}, and B = {Y1 = 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6; Y2 = 7, 17, 8, 22, 9, 18, 10, 23, 11,
19, 12, 24, 13, 20, 14, 25, 15, 21, 16}. The corresponding breakpoint graph BAB are shown in Fig. 3(b).
Lemmas 4 and 5 will be used to clarify the corresponding relationships between maximum cycle decomposition of
GXY and the unsigned translocation distance between genomes A and B.
Lemma 4. Assume that dn − 1. There exists a decomposition of GXY into J alternate-color cycles if and only if
there exists a decomposition of BAB into not less than (n − 2)(d + 1) + J alternate-color cycles.
Proof. (→) There are always even number of vertices in any cycle. Thus every cycle can be represented by its vertex
list: u1, u2, . . . , u2k−1, u2k , where (u2i−1, u2i ) is a black edge and (u2i , u2i+1) is a gray edge, 1 ik, u2k+1 = u1.
Assume there is a decomposition of GXY into J alternate-color cycles. For each of the J cycles C = u1, u2, . . . ,
u2k−1, u2k , if u2i−1 = gj , then u2i = gj+1 or u2i = gj−1. A new cycle C′ in BAB can be obtained by replacing each
black edge (u2i−1, u2i ) with path P2i−1,2i , where,
P2i−1,2i =
{
gj , t1,j , t2,2j−1, t2,2j , t1,j , gj+1 if u2i−1 = gj , u2i = gj+1,
gj , t1,j−1, t2,2j−3, t2,2j−2, t1,j−1, gj−1 if u2i−1 = gj , u2i = gj−1. (4)
Fig. 4 describes the method of the replacement. By the replacement, we get J long cycles from BAB . The remaining
edges inBAB can form (n−2)(d+1) short cycles. ThusBAB can be decomposed into (n−2)(d+1)+J alternate-color
cycles.
(←) Let C be the set of (n − 2)(d + 1) + J cycles decomposed from BAB . Only the edges (t2,2j , s(j−1)d+1), . . . ,
(sjd−1, sjd), (sjd , t2,2j+1) for j ∈ {1, . . . , n − 2} can form short cycles. Thus there are at most (n − 2)(d + 1) short
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cycles in C. An alternate-color cycle using a vertex in X1 must contain at least two black edges in X1 and at least two
gray edges spanning X1 and X2. Thus there are at most n − 1 cycles using vertices in X1. Since dn − 1, the (d + 2)
consecutive vertices in X2, t2,2j , s(j−1)d+1, . . . , sjd , t2,2j+1, cannot be involved in one cycle in C for 1jn − 2.
Otherwise, the number of short cycles will be reduced by d + 1n and the total number of cycles cannot be greater
than
(n − 3)(d + 1) + n − 1(n − 2)(d + 1) − 1 < (n − 2)(d + 1) + J. (5)
Thus, if a cycle in C contains one of the gray edges (t1,j , t2,2j−1) and (t1,j , t2,2j ), it must contain both of them.
Moreover, if a long cycle in C uses two consecutive vertices in the vertex sequence t2,2j , s(j−1)d+1, . . . , sjd , t2,2j+1, it
must contain both of the black and the gray edges between the two vertices. Thus we can re-decompose the long cycle
to increase the number of short cycles. Therefore, we can assume that all the (n − 2)(d + 1) short cycles are in C.
Any long cycle decomposed from BAB cannot only contain gray edges inside X1. Thus each long cycle in C must
take the shape P1,2, . . . , P2k−1,2k , where P2i−1,2i = u2i−1, t1,j , t2,2j−1, t2,2j , t1,j , u2i , and {u2i−1, u2i} = {gj , gj+1}.
Replacing the path P2i−1,2i with black edge (u2i−1, u2i ), we obtain an alternate-color cycle in GXY . Thus GXY can be
decomposed into J alternate-color cycles. 
Lemma 5. There exists a decomposition of BAB into (n − 2)(d + 1) + J alternate-color cycles if and only if
d(A,B)3n − 3 − J .
Proof. (→) If BAB can be decomposed into (n − 2)(d + 1) + J cycles, there must exist a decomposition of BAB
into at least (n − 2)(d + 1) + J cycles such that every long cycle has a gray edge spanning X1 and X2. This is
because a cycle containing black edges inside X1 must contain a gray edge spanning X1 and X2 and thus must be
long. Moreover, a long cycle only containing edges inside X2 can be re-decomposed into multiple short cycles. Thus
every long cycle decomposed from BAB must have a gray edge spanning X1 and X2. This implies that there are no
sub permutations for A and B, where A and B are the signed genomes obtained from the cycle decomposition. Thus,
d(A,B)d( A, B) = 4n − 3 + (n − 2)d − 2 − ((n − 2)(d + 1) + J ) = 3n − 3 − J by Theorem 1.
(←) Let d(A,B)3n − 3 − J . It follows that there exist directed genomes A and B obtained from A and B such
that d( A, B)3n−3−J . Theorem 1 implies d( A, B)4n−3+ (n−2)d −2− c A B . Thus c A B(n−2)(d +1)+J .
This ensures that the maximum number of alternate-color cycles decomposed from BAB is not less than (n− 2)(d + 1)
+ J . 
By Lemmas 4 and 5, we have a reduction such that there is a decomposition of GXY into J alternate-color cycles if
and only if there exist at most 3n − 3 − J translocations to transform A into B.
If the instance of Max-Acd has n genes, then the corresponding instance of unsigned translocation distance has
4n− 3+ (n− 2)d genes. Setting d = n− 1, the reduction is polynomial. This completes the proof of Theorem 3. 
4. Inapproximability proof
In this section, we study the hardness of approximating the unsigned translocation distance. Consider the breakpoint
graph decomposition (BGD) problem [3]. The instance of BGD is the same as Max-Acd, but the objective of BGD
is to minimize cost (C) = b − |C|, where b is the number of black edges of the breakpoint graph and C is the set of
alternate-color cycles. In [3], Berman and Karpinski proved.
Lemma 6. For any ε > 0, it is NP-hard to decide if an instance of BGD with 2240p breakpoints has the minimum
cost of alternate-color cycle decomposition below (1236 + )p or above (1237 − )p.
Now we use the reduction of Theorem 3 to show that approximating the unsigned translocation distance within a
factor 1.00017 is difﬁcult.
Theorem 7. For any  > 0, it is NP-hard to decide if an instance of the unsigned translocation distance problem can
be approximated within factor 5717/5716 − , i.e., 1.00017 − .
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Proof. The reduction of Theorem 3 implies that an instance of Max-Acd with n vertices has the alternate-color cycles
of maximum number J , if and only if the translocation distance of the corresponding UT instance is 3n − 3 − J .
Consider the reduction from the Max-Acd instance with n = 2240p + 1 vertices or 2240p breakpoints. Recall
that the Max-Acd instance must be an instance of BGD. The constructed instance of UT, genomes A and B, have
4(2240p + 1) − 3 + (2240p − 1)d vertices or genes. For d2240p, the objective function of UT is d(A,B) =
3(2240p + 1) − 3 − |C| = 4480p + cost (C), where cost (C) is the cost of the alternate-color cycle decomposition
of BGD instance. From Lemma 6, it is NP-hard to decide if an instance of UT has the translocation distance above
(5717 − )p or below (5716 + )p. 
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